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Dr. Buczynski: What happens when low motivation starts to act like a protector? 

According to Dr. Richard Schwartz, this low-grade sluggishness can often be acting in the client’s best 

interest.  

As Dick says, low motivation serves a purpose here. Take it away, and something even more painful can get 

exposed. 

Dr. Schwartz: At least one form of depression involves a lot of apathy, pessimism, and lack of motivation. 

For me, like everything, that’s a protective part of the client that I will first have them focus on and get to 

know a little bit. 

And generally, what you find is that it’s trying to protect them by making them very shut down. And there are 

a variety of reasons that come in terms of answering the question why it’s doing that to them – and we can 

get more into that as we go. 

But in terms of the general question of how do I handle that low-motivated part? – just help clients focus on 

it, find it in their body, and begin an inner dialogue with it after they’ve at least become curious about it. 

Most people hate it; they hate the fact that they are so lethargic and can’t feel anymore and are so numb. 

And so we have to get all the parts that hate that one to step back to the point where they can be curious 

about it. 

Then when they’re curious about it, they can have this dialogue which inevitably results in learning about 

how it’s trying to protect them. 

So for me, that low motivation isn’t a state; it’s not depression per se – it’s a protective part. 

Dr. Buczynski: This is an interesting way to look at the issue. Low motivation isn’t a behavioral state, but 

instead it’s a protector. So let’s take a closer look at this. What is this protective part, well, protecting?  

And what would happen if it wasn’t there?  
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Dr. Schwartz: Generally, there is a kind of set of parts involved. 

Most of the time there are what I call exile parts that are hurt and they’re the parts that have been hurt in 

the past and carry a lot of the pain from those dreadful experiences. 

And because they carry all this pain, or shame, or terror or whatever from the traumas, then we don’t want 

to be around them anymore, and so we try to lock them up inside. So these are what I call exile parts of us. 

They are often very sensitive and often creative, inner-children-like parts that, because they get hurt the 

most, are the ones that we lock away. 

So, if one of those exiles takes over, then people seem acutely in pain. They’re sobbing and crying; they’re 

not in that flat place that characterizes depression; it’s much more of an acute kind of pain they’re in if one of 

those exiles pops out and takes over. 

So in terms of different kinds, there’s this very low-affect, low-motivation, lethargic, numb kind of depression 

and then there’s more of the acute and intense pain kind of depression when one of these exile parts takes 

over. 

Dr. Buczynski: So from this perspective, there are a couple ways to think about how depression manifests in 

a client. On the one hand, there’s the kind of depression that leaves the client feeling numb and lethargic. On 

the other, there’s the kind that leaves the client in intense pain.  

And according to Dick, there’s a difference in how you’d work with each type. So let’s talk about the times 

when a client is in acute pain. Here’s how he might work with that . . . 

Dr. Schwartz: When it’s one of these exiles that takes over, I’m trying to get it to separate from the client and 

wait a little while, because a lot of times these protective parts are very upset that this has happened. And if I 

try to get my client to work with the part, they’ll sabotage it somehow. 

So I will ask it to separate – not go back into exile but just pull its energy out of the client a little bit – and 

then work with all the protectors that are up in arms about it and get permission from them to go back to it. 

So let’s say you came in and you’re just kind of panicked and in intense, crying pain, and I would say, “Okay, 

Ruth, I see that this very sad part of you has taken over, and we’re going to help it. And it would help us help 

it if it wouldn’t totally take over in the way it has right now.” 
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And I would probably try to talk to it directly, like, “Okay, so you’re this very sad part of Ruth that’s here. Is 

that right?” 

And you would say, “Yes, that's right.” 

“And I see you’ve popped out and you’ve really taken control, and I expect you have really good reasons for 

all of your sadness, but it would help us help you if you wouldn’t mind pulling your energy out of Ruth just a 

little bit so she can be with you too. We’re not going to lock you up again; we’re just going to have you 

separate so she can help you too.” 

If it was willing to, you would shift and you would no longer be in that acute state. Instead I would have more 

access to what I call yourself. 

Dr. Buczynski: Dick brought this idea up a couple times in our talk – the idea of asking the exile to separate 

and pull back its energy. And there’s a very important reason for this. 

See, according to Dick, the ultimate goal is to have the client, as their true self, become the primary caretaker 

of all their parts. 

But this leads me to another question. How do you define a client’s “true self”? And how do you know when 

you finally see it? 

Dr. Schwartz: Well, you, as yourself, have certain qualities that we call the eight C’s of self-leadership, which 

include Curiosity, Compassion, Confidence, Courage, Clarity, Calmness, Creativity, and Connectedness. 

So I’m asking other parts of you to separate until I start to access some of those qualities. 

And how do I know? 

I would be asking you, “Ruth, how do you feel toward this very sad part of you?” and in answering that, 

you’re telling me how much of yourself is present. 

So if you said, “I hate it,” that wouldn’t be any of those C words; that’s another part that hates it. 

So we’d ask that one to step back. 

Then I ask, “How do you feel toward it now?” 

“Well, I’m kind of sad. I feel sorry that it’s hurting so much. I’d like to help it.” 
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“Okay.” That would be yourself. So that’s how it works. 

And then I would say, “Okay, how do you feel toward this very hurt part of you that has been dominating you 

lately?” 

And if you said anything that resembled those eight C’s, even, “I’m just kind of curious about why it’s so sad,” 

then we could proceed, and I would have you focus on it and ask it some questions about what happened to 

make it so sad. 

And it might take you into scenes of the past where it got hurt, or where it was abandoned. And as you 

watched that, I would have you ask how you felt toward that little girl and those scenes, and at some point, 

when that little girl felt like you really got what happened and how bad it was, I’d have you go in and get her 

out of those scenes and become a good parent to her, in a kind of inner-world landscape. 

So that would be how we would work with an exile that had taken over and was causing acute depression. 

Dr. Buczynski: Ok, so working directly with these exiled parts is one way to deal with the painful effects of 

depression.  

But I want to circle back now and look a little more at low motivation – at how it operates as a protector, and 

how it keeps a client in that numbing feeling of shutdown. 

Dr. Schwartz: It’s generally a part that’s taken over to keep them from trying because if they try they get hurt 

or they fail, and that just triggers these exiles. So it’s trying to keep all those exiles contained, and thinks the 

best way to do that is to really shut you down and not let you feel anything. 

So as we get to know that protector, first we get the client into that same state of self – so becoming at least 

curious about it – and then as you ask questions of it about why it’s taking away their motivation. 

Generally those kind of answers come – what it’s afraid would happen if it let them have motives, have 

energy, let them try. Then you start to learn about what it’s protecting. 

And at that point we’ll negotiate permission to go to what it protects – which is generally one of these exiles. 

Then the process is pretty similar: we ask the part where it’s stuck in the past, have the client witness that, go 

in, get it out of there, and what we call unburden it – release all the emotions and beliefs it got from those 

times in the past. 
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Then we come back to the low-motivation part, and we find that no longer does it want this role; it wants to 

change – and often change into the opposite, where it now wants to help you get out in the world rather 

than contain you and shut you down. 

Dr. Buczynski: By looking at low motivation as a protector of a client’s hurt parts, it can give us even more 

insight into their depression and how it connects to low motivation.  

Once we get to the root of the motivation issue, we can then start to address the client’s “true self” and 

hopefully improve their energy. 

Now, a quick review -  Dick looked at two ways that a client might experience depression.  

One, an exiled hurt part will take over and the client can suffer acute and intense pain. 

Two, a low-affect lethargic part will protect the client from any risk of pain and keep them in a flat and numb 

state. 

And as we heard, Dick will take a different approach to treatment depending on which presentation he’s 

dealing with. 

Curiosity is a big part of this kind of treatment – getting the client to want to know more about why this part 

is acting the way it is. For some additional thoughts on curiosity and how it relates to depression, let’s go now 

to Dr. Joan Borysenko. 

Dr. Borysenko: Curiosity is a very interesting field of study, and one of the people who I think writes on it so 

well in the relationship of curiosity to depression is the late Jaak Panksepp, who really brought alive the field 

of affective neurobiology.   

He talks about seven different states that are built into us because they’re survival things – and they’re 

everything from anger and fear, to maternal care, to the panic-grief response, to the seeking behavior.  

Curiosity is all about the seeking system; I mean, we have to seek – looking back at our ancient roots – 

constantly: we had to forage, we had to hunt, we had to look for stuff. That’s how we gather resources, the 

all-important resources. We’re seeking. And so Panksepp says, “Well, depression is a seeking disorder. We’ve 

lost that motivation to gather resources, to look around us, to be curious.”  

By the way, he said something very interesting: “When you’re in the panic-grief modality, that automatically 
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cancels out seeking.” I did find that interesting in light of the Internal Family Systems model of Dick Schwartz: 

you’ve got to take care of those exile personalities first. That’s important, because the panic and grief that 

they carry would block the seeking.  

So, Panksepp hypothesized, “Okay, so, what can we do to restore a lagging seeking system?” And he said, 

“Play. It’s play. Play will bring back that sense of curiosity that the seeking system is meant to stimulate.”  

His hypothesis is once you ignite that system, it’s like a fire – it’s kindled; it keeps going. And I think about 

play; that’s very interesting.  

I happened to have at one point a depressed family member, and the only thing that seemed to bring him 

back to life again was to play a hand of gin.  

That was an opening; he was at least curious about what cards would come, curious about what tricks they 

could be put into, and it was hunting – it was a little bit of stimulating that seeking system. And that’s a very 

interesting thing to look at – the little things that might help. I think play is a very interesting thought about 

how we can stimulate the curiosity. 

Dr. Buczynski: Now we may not commonly think of depression as a “seeking disorder”, but it makes sense. 

Depression takes away that motivation to gather resources, which is an important piece of survival. 

In the next session, we’ll look at how to work with the rigid thought patterns that can reinforce a client’s 

depression. I’ll see you there. 


